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Abstract. TCP congestion control works well in wired Internet network
but it is difficult to determine a good congestion window in a heteroge-
neous wireless network that consists of the wired Internet and various
types of wireless networks. Therefore, we propose herein a novel adaptive
window congestion control, namely TCP-Taichung, for TCP connections
in heterogeneous wireless networks. The proposed RTT-based conges-
tion control is designed for the Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast
Retransmit and Fast Recovery phases to increase throughput while sup-
porting high fairness. In addition, an optimal shrink factor is proposed to
determine the optimal cwnd and ssthresh for the cases of network con-
gestion or wireless-link error. Numerical results demonstrate that TCP-
Taichung outperforms other approaches in goodput and fairness under
various wireless network topologies. Especially, in the case of 10% packet
loss rate in wireless link, the proposed approach increases goodput up to
200% as compared with NewReno.

Keywords: TCP, RTT, congestion control, error wireless link, hetero-
geneous wireless networks.

1 Introduction

ALL IP based access for Internet rich resources anytime anywhere makes differ-
ent wireless network standards and technologies have been developed progres-
sively. Several successful IP-based wireless standards include IEEE 802.11 family
[1] and 802.16 [2] for wireless networks, and 3G [3]/4G [4] for mobile commu-
nications. The important protocols of all IP based wireless networks are IP [5]
and TCP [6] that provides reliable end-to-end connections in transport layer
and connectionless-oriented hop-by-hop routing in network layer, respectively.
Although TCP works well in the wired Internet, it is hard to determine a good
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congestion window (cwnd) in wireless networks. In addition, TCP congestion
control [7] can be divided into four phases, including the slow start, Congestion
Avoidance, Fast Retransmit and fast recovery phases. In [8], Hoe proposed a
bandwidth delay product based computation for determining initial ssthresh,
in which the first three ACKs are required for sender to determine it. The main
ideas of these mechanisms are based on sliding window and additive increase
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) [9] algorithms. We can classify these TCP con-
gestion control mechanisms into two types: the AIMD-based mechanism and the
estimated available bandwidth mechanism.

First, several AIMD-based algorithms [10,11,12,13] have been proposed. TCP-
Tahoe [12] TCP-Reno [13] and TCP-NewReno [10] are typical AIMD-based
algorithms. [14,15] proposed an additive increase adaptive decrease (AIADD)
mechanism to improve such a problem by estimating available bandwidth. Sec-
ond, several approaches of estimated available bandwidth have been proposed
[14,15,16,17,18,19]. TCP-Westwood [14,15] is proposed to estimate available net-
work bandwidth by using the ACK reception rate at sender. Although TCP-
Westwood improves throughput, it suffers from inaccurate estimation of avail-
able bandwidth. Then, [17,18] proposed TCP-Westwood+ for estimating net-
work available bandwidth more accurate and then increases throughput. Based
on TCP-Westwood, TCP-Jersey [16] was proposed to provide the Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECN) in a router’s Active Queue Management (QAM). [20]
proposed TCP-Vegas to determine whether a network occurs congestion or not
by using the difference of the Expected (i.e., cwnd/RTTmin) and Actual (i.e.,
cwnd/RTT ) rates. Unfortunately, the optimal lower and upper bounds of α and
β are difficult to determine in TCP-Vegas.

Although many approaches have been proposed to support or improve con-
gestion control in TCP, it is difficult to provide high throughput while providing
good fairness and friendliness in heterogeneous wireless networks. Therefore,
in this paper, we propose an adaptive RTT-based cwnd control with a pre-
cise shrink factor approach to achieve high throughput while providing good
fairness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
network model of TCP connections and performance metrics for evaluation.
Section III then describes the TCP-Taichung approach for controlling congestion
window in TCP under heterogeneous wireless networks. Section IV evaluates
the performance of the proposed RTT-based approach. Section V draws several
important conclusions.

2 Network Model

We model a TCP/IP network as a logical graph, G = (V, E), which consists
of a set of nodes, V , and a set of logical end-to-end connections, E. Two end
types are considered in a TCP/IP connection, including the TCP connection
server (Vs) and client (Vc). Fig. 1 demonstrates an example of four TCP connec-
tions, including E1
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Fig. 1. An example of TCP connections in heterogeneous wireless networks

networks, in which connections E2
V 1

s ,V 5
c

and E4
V 8

s ,V 6
c

have a single wireless link
and connection E3

V 4
s ,V 3

c
has two wireless links.

Various performance metrics, including goodput and fairness, are adopted to
evaluate the TCP-Taichung approach and other approaches under various net-
work topologies with different error rate of wireless links. First, since packets
transmission from sender may be lost or discarded due to network congestion
and error wireless links, not all transmitted packets will arrive at receiver. There-
fore, we adopt average goodput to evaluate the congestion control mechanisms.
Average goodput is defined by

Average Goodput =

N∑

n=1

MaxACKSeqNon × MSSn

TotalT ransmissionT ime

N
, (1)

where MaxACKSeqNon denotes the maximum ACK number of connection n,
MSSn is the maximum segment size of connection n, and N is the total num-
ber of connections. Second, fairness is another important metric for evaluating
whether all connections fairly utilize the bandwidth of the network or not. A
good TCP congestion control approach should achieve a fair usage of bandwidth
among all connections. The fairness metric is defined by

Fairness =

(
N∑

n=1

Sn

)2

N ×
N∑

n=1

(Sn)2
, (2)

where Sn is the throughput of connection n. The range of Fairness is between
one and 1/N , where Fairness = 1 is the most fair result.
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3 Adaptive Network Bandwidth Approach

This section first briefly describes the problems of congestion control in TCP
connections under heterogeneous wireless networks. Then, we detail the moti-
vations of the proposed TCP-Taichung approach. Finally, the optimal conges-
tion control is described in two aspects of the network bandwidth is sufficient
or not. First aspect proposes two adaptive control mechanisms to determine
the optimal cwnd, cwndopt, and the ideal slow start threshold, ssthreshideal,
in the increasing cwnd phase while the expected bandwidth is enough. Sec-
ond aspect provides the determinations of the optimal cwnd, cwndopt, and the
network ssthresh, ssthreshnet, in the decreasing cwnd phase while the expected
network bandwidth is insufficient.

3.1 In the Increasing cwnd Phase While the Expected Network
Bandwidth Is Enough

The algorithmof determining the optimal congestionwindow (cwndopt)
Assume that MSS is S bits and the data rate of is R bit per second and the
minimum round-trip time of TCP connections is RTTmin when the network
traffic is not saturation. The total time of transmitting a packet in such a light-
traffic network is thus (S/R) + RTTmin(sec). In addition, in such a light-traffic
network, the increment of congestion window (cwnd) of sender will not affect
the round trip time and the total time of transmitting cwnd packets should be
less than (S/R) + RTTmin, as shown below

cwnd · (S/R) < (S/R) + RTTmin, (3)

that is,

cwnd <
RTTmin

S/R
+ 1. (4)

Based on the analysis, we obtain the round trip time (RTT ) of a connection,
which is close to RTTmin, if cwnd is less than RTTmin

S/R +1. On the other hand, if
cwnd ≥ RTTmin

S/R + 1 = k, the network traffic becomes saturation and RTT will
be increased based on (cwnd − k) · S/R till congestion. As a result, the value
of RTTmin

S/R + 1 is the optimal window size of the connection, which is denoted
as cwndopt. In other words, when cwnd is larger than cwndopt, the network will
enter into the saturation state.

The algorithm of determining the ideal ssthresh (ssthreshideal). In
TCP, the Slow Start threshold, ssthresh, is an important parameter for a sender
to determine when to enter into the Congestion Avoidance phase. If ssthresh is
set too small, the sender will enter into the Congestion Avoidance phase early
that brings two disadvantages: low goodput and unfairness. On the other hand,
if ssthresh is set too large, the sender will send too many packets in a congested
network, which will cause the congested network more serious. Since the con-
gested intermediate router may discard the over-sent packets, this causes too
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many duplicate ACKs or timeout. In the worst case, sender will enter into the
Slow Start phase. Cwnd will be set to one and result in low goodput. Therefore,
the determination of an ideal ssthresh, i.e., ssthreshideal, is proposed in this
paper for achieving high goodput and high fairness.

Since ssthresh is affected by traffic load, an ACK-based mechanism is pro-
posed to determine the ssthreshideal adaptively. We first define the received
inter-ACK period of two continuous ACKs at sender as InterACK that is
a parameter represented current traffic load. Then, the new expected smooth
InterACK is denoted as InterACKnew, which is computed on line based on
the Exponential Weight Moving Average (EWMA) model,

InterACKnew = α · InterACKavg + (1 − α) · InterACKold, (5)

where InterACKavg denotes the average inter-ACK time of the connection,
InterACKold is the inter-ACK time between current and previous ACKs, and
α is a constant value ranging of (0, 1).

Based on receiving each new ACK packet, sender can adaptively determines
the expected smooth InterACK. Consequently, the ideal ssthresh of the Slow
Start phase can be formulated by

ssthreshideal =
RTTmin

InterACK
+ 1, (6)

which is also the optimal ssthresh of the first ssthresh in the Slow Start phase.

Thedeterminationofadaptivenetworkbandwidthandnetworkssthresh
After obtaining the ideal ssthresh, the adaptive network bandwidth can be
estimated by

Adaptive network bandwidth =
ssthreshideal

RTT
, (7)

where RTT is the round-trip time of the last received ACK. Under the es-
timated bandwidth, cwnd will increase exponentially until cwnd exceeds the
network ssthresh, ssthreshnet, in the Slow Start phase and then enters into
the Congestion Avoidance phase. As the ideal ssthresh analysis in previous
subsection, the network ssthresh of the expected available bandwidth is an
important threshold that should be addressed for achieving high goodput and
fairness. Therefore, we first determine the network ssthresh by

ssthreshnet = (Adaptive network bandwidth) · (RTTmin). (8)

That means the idela ssthresh of the expected adaptive network bandwidth will
occur at the situation of RTTmin. In consequence, after applying (7) to (8), we
thus have

ssthreshnet = (Adaptive network bandwidth) · (RTTmin)

=
ssthreshideal

RTT
· RTTmin,

(9)
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or

ssthreshnet =
(

RTTmin

InterACK
+ 1

)
· RTTmin

RTT
, (10)

where the term RTTmin

RTT is called a shrink factor of the ideal ssthresh. Since net-
work bandwidth is shared among all connections, RTT of an adaptive network
bandwidth should be less than RTTmin. The network ssthresh can be formu-
lated by shrinking the ideal ssthresh based on the shrink factor. Consequently,
when cwnd ≥ ssthreshnet, sender will enter into the Congestion Avoidance
phase. In addition, we consider the value of ssthresh in the Congestion Avoid-
ance phase, which is also determined based on the shrink factor of ssthresh
when three duplicate ACKs received or timeout occurs.

Based on the analysis of cwndopt, ssthreshideal and ssthreshnet, the algo-
rithm of controlling congestion window while receiving ACKs at sender is demon-
strated in Fig. 2. There are two significant contributions. First, the expected
smooth InterACK is computed based on the EWMA model for achieving ac-
curate estimation of InterACK. Second, the condition of switching from the
Slow Start phase to the Congestion Avoidance phase is based on two thresholds
of ssthreshnet and ssthreshideal for accurately predicting when will occur net-
work saturation. The variation of congestion window of receiving ACK in Slow
Start of TCP-Taichung is compared with NewReno. In Fig. 3, we can observe
that TCP-Taichung avoids occurring timeout in the first Slow Start phase and
results in higher goodput than that of NewReno, in which the goodput of the
proposed approach is 8779980 bps but that of NewReno is 8177664 bps. The
accurate analysis of ideal ssthresh and the optimal congestion window in Slow
Start results in high goodput.

ReceiveACK()
{

if
(

InterACK

InterACKmin
< cwnd ‖ InterACKorg > InterACK

)
{

// Filter InterACKdiff
InterACK = (α) ∗ InterACKorg + (1 − α)InterACK

}

ssthreshnet =
(

RTTmin

InterACK
+ 1

)
+

(
RTTmin

RTT

)

if(cwnd < ssthreshnet && cwnd < ssthreshideal) {
cwnd + + //expontial increasing phase

}
else {

cwnd+ =
1

cwnd
//linear increasing phase

}
}

Fig. 2. The algorithm of controlling congestion window while receiving ACKs at sender
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Fig. 3. The variation of congestion window in Slow Start

3.2 In the Decreasing cwnd Phase While the Expected Network
Bandwidth Is Insufficient

When cwnd exceeds ssthreshnet and ssthreshideal, sender enters into the Con-
gestion Avoidance phase and cwnd increases linearly while receiving each ACK.
In this phase, the available network bandwidth becomes worse and buffers of
intermediate routers will stuff with unsent packets and increase the RTT. If
these delayed packets exceed the receiving timeout, receiver will send a duplicate
ACK request back to sender. When sender receives three duplicate ACKs that
means network congestion becomes worse, cwnd should be reduced for routers to
process these queued packets, i.e., the flight packets. In Congestion Avoidance,
most of TCP congestion control approaches significantly reduce cwnd, if sender
receives three duplicate ACKs. For instance, cwnd is reduced to one in Taho and
becomes half of original cwnd in Reno and NewReno. Since these cwnd reduc-
ing mechanisms are unsystematic and are independent on the available network
bandwidth, which results in large variation of cwnd and low throughput.

Therefore, an expected network bandwidth based algorithm is proposed herein
for reducing cwnd adaptively. In the case of receiving three duplicate ACKs in
Congestion Avoidance, the network will become saturation and cause congestion
seriously. For changing the network state from saturation to non-saturation,
cwnd is set to the optimal cwnd that is the window size of the non-saturation
state while with the same expected actual rate. In other words, the optimal
cwnd is at the threshold between the saturation and non-saturation states. The
optimal cwnd is computed by

Expected actural rate =
cwnd

RTT
=

cwndopt

RTTmin
, (11)

that is,

Optimal cwnd(or cwndopt) = cwnd · RTTmin

RTT
. (12)

Finally, the algorithm of reducing congestion window by the shrink factor while
receiving three duplicate ACKs at sender is shown in Fig. 4.
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if(three DUPACKs are received) {

ssthreshnet = cwnd ·
(

RTTmin

RTT

)

cwndopt = ssthreshnet

}
if(timeoput expired) {

ssthreshnet = cwnd ·
(

RTTmin

RTT

)

cwnd = 1
}

Fig. 4. The variation of congestion window in Slow Start

4 Numerical Results

This section evaluates the proposed TCP-Taichung approach for TCP congestion
control in heterogeneous wireless networks by comparing various performance
metrics, including goodput and fairness. Several compared approaches includes
NewReno [10] and Westwood+ [17,18]. The Network Simulator (NS-2) [21] is
adopted for all simulations with the following network parameters. The packet
size is 512 bits. Router buffer is determined by Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP)
rule-of-thumb [22]. Impatient variant is adopted for responding partial ACKs
for all TCP connections. In wireless networks, the uniform packet loss model is
adopted at the sender and receiver nodes.

4.1 Scenario 1: N TCP Connections in a Wired Network

In scenario 1, total n (i.e., n = 1, 2 and 10) TCP connections are operated in
a wired network with a bottleneck link, which bandwidth is 10 Mbps and delay
is 25 ms. The other links except the bottleneck link are with the bandwidth of
100 Mbps and delay of 10ms as shown in Fig. 5. Two-type of simulations are
evaluated including the cases without CBR and with CBR background traffic.

Fig. 5. Wired network with a single bottleneck link
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Table 1. Goodput of compared approaches without CBR traffic (Wired network)

Goodput (bps)
Number of connections TCP-Taichung NewReno Westwood+

1 9043681 8885084 8575426
2 4527145 4454523 4371722
10 901849 896581 893390

Table 2. Fairness of compared approaches without CBR traffic (Wired network)

Fairness
Number of connections TCP-Taichung NewReno Westwood+

2 0.999965 0.99993674 0.99992643
10 0.999403 0.99953054 0.99726527

Table 3. Goodput of compared approaches with CBR traffic (Wired network)

Goodput (bps)
Number of connections TCP-Taichung NewReno Westwood+

1 4286341 3978199 4164608
2 2174054 2120765 2171043
10 451027 450265 447422

Without CBR background traffic, the average goodput and fairness of TCP-
Taichung, NewReno, and Westwood+ are demonstrated in Tables 1-2. In Table
1, TCP-Taichung yields the highest goodput under the number of connections
is 1, 2, or 10. Meanwhile, Westwood+ yields the worst goodput among all com-
pared approaches under different number of connections. In Table 2, all ap-
proaches yield very competitive fairness, in which the results are very close to
one. Fairness = 1 means the fairest result. In Table 3, TCP-Taichung out-
performs NewReno and Westwood+ in average goodput, in which Westwood+
yields the worst goodput. In addition, the goodput of all approaches decreases
as the number of connections increases.

4.2 Scenario 2: N TCP Connections in a Wired Network with a
Single Wireless Link

For evaluating goodput and fairness affected by network congestion and wireless
error link, scenario 2 is simulated for all compared approaches. In Fig. 6, total 20
TCP connections are operated in a wired network with a single wireless network,
in which bandwidth and delay of the wired bottleneck link is 10 Mbps and 25
ms, respectively. The packet loss rate of wireless links is between 0 and 0.1.

In Fig. 7, goodput of all approaches decreases as the wireless packet loss rate
increases. The proposed approach yields the best goodput under all different
wireless packet loss rate, but NewReno yields the worst goodput; especially, the
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Fig. 6. 20 TCP connections in a wired network with a single wireless link

Fig. 7. Goodput of compared approaches (with a single wireless network)

Table 4. Fairness of compared approaches (with a single wireless network)

Fairness
Packet loss rate TCP-Taichung NewReno Westwood+

0 0.988328 0.999261 0.923017
0.001 0.993481 0.996917 0.973306
0.005 0.992687 0.996184 0.991795
0.01 0.996392 0.99666 0.995311
0.05 0.994997 0.99684 0.996087
0.1 0.988709 0.984752 0.996548

goodput of the proposed approach is 210% higher than that of NewReno and
175% higher than that of Westwood+. Furthermore, fairness of all approaches
under different wireless packet loss rate are evaluated as shown in Table 4. The
proposed approach yields very competitive fairness to that of NewReno. Fair-
nesses of the proposed approach of different wireless packet loss rates are all
above 0.9883.
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In summary, the proposed approach results in the highest goodput not only
in the wired network but also in the heterogeneous wired and wireless network.
However, goodput of NewReno is better than that of Westwood+ under a wired
network with CBR background traffic, but Westwood+ outperforms NewReno
in goodput. Furthermore, all approaches yield very competitive fairness. In the
wireless network, the cwnd variation of the proposed approach is more stable
than that of NewReno.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a RTT-based predictive bandwidth approach, namely
TCP-Taichung, to determine the optimal congestion window, network ssthresh,
and ideal ssthresh for TCP congestion control in heterogeneous wireless net-
works. Numerical results show that TCP-Taichung outperforms NewReno and
Westwood+ in goodput and fairness in both of wired network and heterogeneous
wireless networks.
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